For Boys To Play
by Stewart Rowe and Joseph Tankoos

If the number of parties going on this weekend is any criterion, the amount of work to be done between this afternoon and Sunday night will reach a record low for Technology. Everybody in school seems to have decided to make a real weekend of it, for fraternity dances and Commuter's Carnival, Dorm Open House and crew race with Harvard all go to make up a smooth weekend.

Notable is the informal brawl—whoops, ball—that those intellectual local yokels, the Phi Beta Epsilon boys, are having at the Woodland Country Club in West Newton. Dancing starts at nine tomorrow night, with Baron Hugo, an outfit new to Tech dances, supplying the music. Summer clothes are in order, if Boston weather will cooperate.

Bradford Roof Dance

On the formal side is the Lambda Chi Alpha party on the newly opened Bradford Roof. An early start—8:00 P.M. to be exact, will see Burt Benton swinging out for the revelers. We confidently expect the dance to be an extremely pleasurable affair.

The Dekes, in their inimitable way, are having another "formal" dance at their house tomorrow night. The time is ten to two, the music by Mayer's too-well-known but nevertheless smooth orchestra. Dinner members and dates precede the dance. Thanks are due to Ed for the information he sent us.

Can You Invent?

Oh, yes, the Carnival. We are as little about this annual fun gathering is well enough known to take care of all necessary information. It will be preceded by a sing, led by the Tech Club, on Walker steps at 7:00 p.m. We hear that the Rube Goldberg planning for the contest this year is going to be really super. Report it that one Halfaman Karaski used in one Dorm machine, number 357. And keep an eye on the ChiPhiotron. The party promises to be loads of fun, even with those infernal eternal rate constraptions that haunt such events.

We don't like to put the Phi Phi's last in this column, but evidently a lot of them want something to do tomorrow.